USER GUIDE
HOW TO SETUP YOUR SKY AIR PREMIUM
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HOW TO SETUP YOUR SKY AIR PREMIUM
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Unpack your bag and unfold your
Fanatic Sky Air Premium on a flat
surface - grass is ideal.

Pump until you reach 15 PSI
minimum pressure, for more stiffness
you can inflate up to 20 PSI. If it
gets too exhausting, switch from
double to single stroke action. It´s
much easier to reach full pressure
with single stroke action.
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Make sure the valve of the board is in
the outer/upper position. The valve
must be released for inflation. To release
the valve, push slightly downwards and
twist to the right until you find the
upper position. Connect the air hose
with a twist to the pump and plug the
end piece of the hose into the valve of
the board without adapter. Turn it clockwise for a safe connection.

Insert the supplied track nuts into the
base plate slots. Position your foil on the
tracks and align the track nuts under
the inserts for the screws. Insert the
screws and tighten them.
ATTENTION - Only use with supplied
track nuts and screws - track nuts with
open bottom and longer screws can
damage your board!
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Attach the adapter to the pump hose to
inflate your Duotone Foil Wing or use an
additional adapter for other wings.
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Connect the air hose with the
wing and pump until you reach
the recommended pressure of
your wing - mostly around 6 PSI.
ATTENTION - Don‘t inflate your wing
to the recommended pressure of your
board, this will damage your wing!
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Connect yourself with the board and
wing using leashes to be safe on the
water. Make sure you walk into the
water with the foil facing the wind,
so you avoid contact of foil and wing.
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You‘re done. Have a lot of fun!

